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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The emerging privacy tech industry continues to be on the rise. Founders, technologists, investors, regulators,
consumers, enterprise customers, along with privacy domain experts and consumer advocates are not only in
agreement on privacy’s critical importance today, they are taking steps further to embrace privacy’s value. This
includes embracing privacy tech, which are technological solutions to privacy problems and part of the answer to
the mounting privacy technical debt.
In last year’s foundational TROPT Defining the Privacy
Tech Landscape Whitepaper 2021, we helped bridge
the gap between privacy tech key players—founders,
investors, buyer-users, and domain expert-advisors—
by defining privacy tech, providing a summary of
foundational privacy conceptualizations, introducing a
framework for categorizing privacy tech, and sharing
insights on what different key players can do to move
forward the privacy tech industry.

Figure 1: What is Privacy Tech?

In this follow-up whitepaper, we continue our mission of
fueling privacy tech and innovation by building on top of
the TROPT Privacy Tech Stack introduced last year.
Source: TROPT Defining the Privacy Tech Landscape 2021

The TROPT Privacy Tech Stack is a living framework for
categorizing privacy tech solutions. We will continue to evolve the it to categorize the privacy tech landscape as it
matures. We welcome feedback on the TROPT Privacy Tech Stack, as always.
In addition to introducing the TROPT Privacy Tech Stack 2.0, we launched the TROPT Privacy Tech Stack review
program, where bona-fide privacy tech buyer-users began the ongoing process of reviewing and categorizing
privacy tech startups into the TROPT Privacy Tech Stack. The accompanying TROPT Privacy Tech Stack
webpage will reflect new product reviews and categorizations. This whitepaper features some of those buyerreviewed privacy tech products, with sample buyer's product categorizations and recommendations, available in
the Appendix.
Lastly, we share insights from the forefront of the privacy domain and the emerging privacy tech industry, with
contributions from TROPT Innovators, TROPT Visionaries, and the greater TROPT community. These privacy tech
key players explore some of the biggest challenges in the privacy tech industry, share their visions for the future
of privacy tech, and share some of their privacy tech product and features “wish list.”
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INTRODUCTION
There is continued interest in the emerging privacy tech landscape. Multiple indicators
point to growth in the privacy tech industry.
Entrepreneurs are building solutions in response to privacy and data protection
problems. As of the publication of this whitepaper, the Crunchbase database lists 1,167
companies that identify themselves as privacy companies, which is up approximately 222
from last year. The Rise of Privacy Tech (TROPT)’s own TROPT Privacy Tech Database,
which weeds out companies that don’t create products that meet the definition of privacy
tech, identifies 780 privacy tech companies.
Investor interest in funding privacy tech startups is equally steady. Despite the current
economic downturn, 2022 saw continued investment in privacy tech. Investors
have now reportedly poured in more than seven billion US dollars (specifically, $7.3B
USD) in cumulative funding towards emerging privacy companies.
So far, privacy tech has seen $1.7B USD in investments in 2022, surpassing 2021 numbers,
and the year isn’t over yet. In comparison, investors directed $1.6B USD in funding towards
privacy tech last year, 2021. That said, seventy percent (70% or $1.2B USD) of 2022 funding
rounds were closed in the first half of 2022 and almost half (47% or $800K USD) in the first
quarter (Q1), before investors stalled investments in response to the market.
Figure 2: Privacy tech industry numbers

These indicators clearly point that the state of privacy tech continues to be on the rise, but
there is a lot of work that needs to be done to continue fueling privacy tech and innovation,
especially in today’s economic climate.
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PA R T I : C AT E G O R I Z I N G P R I VA C Y T E C H :
T H E T R O P T P R I VA C Y T E C H S TA C K 2 .0
Last year, we introduced the TROPT Privacy Tech Stack as a framework for categorizing
privacy tech solutions. We intended for it to be a “living” framework that would evolve
as the emerging privacy tech industry changes and matures. This year, we release the
updated TROPT Privacy Tech Stack to reflect such changes.

T H E T R O P T P R I V A C Y T E C H S TA C K 2 . 0
What’s new?
We built upon TROPT Privacy Tech Stack by updating the categories, adding a few new
ones, defining each category, identifying sample customer persona(s) providing baseline
features for each category, and providing sample advanced features and trends for some
categories.
For the first time, the TROPT Privacy Tech Stack will reflect actual product categorizations
as bona-fide privacy tech buyer-users began the ongoing process of reviewing and
categorizing privacy tech startups. The accompanying TROPT Privacy Tech Stack
webpage will reflect these privacy tech product categorizations.

What remains?
As illustrated in Figure 3 below, the TROPT Privacy Tech Stack continues to categorize
privacy tech based on their business model: B2B, B2C, and B2B2C. The B2B side continues
to categorize privacy tech products based on when a product is used during the data
lifecycle (because data privacy is concerned with personal data) and the development
lifecycle (because many privacy problems arise even before personal information is
collected, when decisions are made during the development of products, systems, and
technologies).
Figure 3. TROPT Privacy Tech Stack 2.0 Header Categories
T R O P T P R I VA C Y T E C H S TA C K 2 . 0 H E A D E R S
B2B2C

B2B
D ATA L I F E C Y C L E

DEVELOPMENT LIFECYCLE
TRAINING

REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN

BUILD

VERIFI C AT I O N

PRODUCTION

INCIDENT
RESPONSE

COLLECTION

USE

SHARING

STORAGE

RETENTION

Source: TROPT Privacy Tech Stack Whitepaper 2022
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B2 B P R I VACY T E C H
The B2B side of the privacy tech stack
remains the more mature side, compared
to the B2C and B2B2C sides. With
regulatory, customer, and general public
pressures combined, businesses and
organizations have been forced to see the
value of privacy tech solutions and invest in
them.

Data Lifecycle Tools
On the B2B side, the mature privacy tech
solutions still fall under the data lifecycle
umbrella. Data lifecycle privacy tech tools
are tools that are used during the data
lifecycle: collection, use, sharing, storage,
and retention.
Data lifecycle privacy tech subcategories
include: tracker scanners; notice delivery
and consent managers; data science,
analytics, and sharing privacy enhancing
technologies (PETs); privacy vaults; data
subject rights (DSRs) fulfillment; data
masking PETs; and privacy program
management and workflow automation
tools. In addition, the data lifecycle includes
the following privacy tech categories
that intersect with adjacent industries:
security for privacy, vendor management
for privacy, data governance for privacy,
identity for privacy, and marketing and
advertising for privacy tools.
We examine each of these subcategories
as follows.

Notice delivery and consent
managers
Notice delivery privacy tech tools allow
organizations to inform individuals when
they are collecting such individuals'
personal information, processing it for a
new purpose, or sharing it with third parties
beyond the original purpose's scope.
Examples include just-in-time notifications
or other similar signals to users such as
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the colored lights that indicate when an
application is using a device’s microphone
or camera.
Consent management tools request, store,
and enforce individual consent preferences.
Cookie consent managers are a specific
and common example of consent
management tools.
Notice delivery and consent managers
are typically required at collection, use
(particularly when there’s a new use),
and sharing stages, but they can be used
throughout the data lifecycle.

Tracker scanners
Tracker scanners are tools that give
organizations visibility into trackers on their
websites, apps, products, and other assets.
These tools scan for cookies, beacons,
pixels, etc. These products typically sit at
data collection points.

Data science, analytics, and
sharing privacy enhancing
technologies (PETs)
Data science, data analytics, and data
sharing privacy enhancing technologies
(PETs) allow organizations to analyze and
share personal information—and therefore
unleash its value—in a privacy-respectful
way. These PETs provide data scientists,
marketers, customer service teams, and
any data-driven organization, insights about
people, including their customers, while
building in privacy into the analytics and
sharing environments.
This category of privacy tech products
incorporate differential privacy, secure
multi-party computation (SMPC), zero
knowledge proofs (ZKP), federated learning,
and other PETs.
These PETs are used during the use and
sharing phases of the data lifecycle.
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Zero knowledge proofs
(ZKP)

We higlight some of these mature PETs in
the following sections.

Differential privacy (DP)
Differential privacy (DP) solutions are one
of the more mature and promising PETs
used in data science and analytics.
Differential privacy is a rigorous
mathematical definition of privacy that
quantifies risk. Differential privacy’s main
premise is that introducing carefully
calibrated “noise” — random and
meaningless data — can mask a user’s
personal data. Differential privacy requires
a “privacy budget,” which is a quantitative
measure of how an individual data’s
inclusion in the input increases their privacy
risk.
Differential privacy can be central, local,
or hybrid. Central differential privacy is at
the server level, whereas local differential
privacy is at the device- or user-level. Local
differential privacy randomizes data before
sending it from the device to the server so
the server doesn’t receive raw data.
Until very recently, the choice was
binary: either accept a much larger level
of noise (local DP) or collect raw data
(central DP). But hybrid differential privacy
implementations that combine central DP’s
low noise levels and local DP’s trustless
aspect are emerging.

Secure multi-party computation
(SMPC)

Zero knowledge proofs (ZKP) is a
cryptographic method that allows one
party to prove (the prover) to another (the
verifier) that they know a statement to be
true without sharing additional information.
ZKP has three salient properties:
completeness, soundness, and zero
knowledge. Completeness means that if
the statement is true and both prover and
verifier follow the protocol, the verifier will
accept the statement as true. Soundness
means that if the statement is false,
the verifier will reject the statement as
false. Zero knowledge means that if the
statement is true and the prover follows
the protocol, the verifier will not learn any
confidential information aside from the
truthfulness of the verified statement.

Federated learning
Federated learning allows data scientists
to generate analytical insight from the
combined information in distributed
datasets without requiring all the data to
move to a central location, while minimizing
the amount of data movement in the
sharing of intermediate results. Instead
of taking all the data from user devices
to a centralized server for analysis, the
algorithm is sent to the data to learn from
it. When it finishes, a summary of the new
knowledge gets sent back to the server —
the data itself never leaves the device.

Secure multi-party computation (SMPC) is
a subfield of cryptography concerned with
the problem of different parties who wish
to conduct joint analysis on combined data.
SMPC allows computation or analysis on
combined data without the different parties
revealing their own input data. The parties
don’t receive information about each
other’s inputs, except for the output, which
is public to all parties.
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Data masking privacy
enhancing technologies
(PETs)
Data masking PETs help render individuals
less identifiable, pseudonymous, or
anonymous.
From a data level, de-identification removes
identifying data associated with a particular
data subject from a data set. Whereas,
pseudonymization masks direct identifiers
from personal data in such a way that
the data can no longer be attributed to
a specific data subject without the use
of additional information. Meanwhile,
anonymization goes further to render
personal data anonymous in such a way
that the data subject is not or no longer
identifiable.
De-identification, pseudonymization, and
anonymization PETs include homomorphic
encryption, differential privacy, synthetic
data, etc.
Privacy, security, and data governance
professionals use these PETs throughout
the data lifecycle to comply with deidentification, pseudonymization, and
anonymization rules.

Homomorphic Encryption
Homomorphic encryption is a
cryptographic technique that allows
computation on encrypted data and
generates an encrypted result which, when
decrypted, matches the result of the same
operations performed on the data before
encryption. In a regular environment,
encrypted data computations will result in
random decrypted outputs. In contrast, the
homomorphic encryption decrypted results
are the same results from computations
conducted without encryption.

Synthetic Data
Synthetic data is data that is artificially
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created instead of being generated from
the world. It is generated by applying a
sampling technique to real-world data or
by creating simulation scenarios where
models and processes interact to create
completely new data.
Synthetic data has several common use
cases including self-driving vehicles,
security, robotics, fraud protection, and
healthcare.

Differential Privacy
See previous section on differential privacy
on page 12.

Data subject rights (DSRs)
fulfillment
B2B Data subject rights (DSR) tools
facilitate organizations’ responses to and
fulfillment of DSR requests. DSRs are
provided under global data protection
laws, such as the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), the California Privacy
Rights Act (CPRA), and the Virginia
Consumer Data Protection Act (VCDPA).
They empower people to access, correct,
delete, port, or otherwise exercise control
over the personal information that
organizations have collected on them. B2B
DSR tools help organizations handle intake,
routing, execution, and/or response to DSR
requests.
These tools are used throughout the data
lifecycle.

Privacy program management &
workflow automation
Privacy program management and
workflow automation tools help Chief
Privacy Officers (CPOs) and privacy
program teams manage compliance
with data protection laws, regulations,
and requirements, which are constantly
evolving. Many privacy tech tools have
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been built in response to these compliance
obligations and privacy program
management pain points.
Manual DSR fulfillment processes
could involve cross-functional privacy,
legal, security, IT, data governance, and
(sometimes) product and engineering
teams. DSR fulfillment tools help conserve
valuable people resources by automating
significant parts of the DSR fulfillment
process.
These tools cover privacy reviews,
workforce privacy training and awareness
tools, privacy program maturity and
benchmarking tools, privacy and data
protection research portals, etc.
These tools are used throughout the data
lifecycle.

Privacy reviews
Privacy reviews are processes for
analyzing privacy issues: privacy impact
assessments (PIAs), data protection
impact assessments (DPIAs), transfer
impact assessments (TIAs), privacy risk
assessments (PRAs), etc. Privacy review
tools help privacy professionals conduct,
manage, and automate workflows for
privacy reviews.
Baseline features include templates for
common privacy review requirements and
workflow automation.

Workforce privacy training &
awareness
Workforce privacy training and awareness
solutions provide pre-built training
content for employees handling personal
information. Privacy training is required
under various data protection laws.
The baseline core feature is pre-built
privacy training content.
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Enhanced features include modular
and customizable training content,
quizzes, training completion tracking,
and integration with internal learning
management systems (LMS).

Program maturity &
benchmarking tools
Program maturity and benchmarking tools
provide CPOs and other privacy and legal
professionals with resources to measure
and compare the maturity of their privacy
programs.
Baseline features cover the main elements
of privacy programs, with sample privacy
policies and controls for each element.
Enhanced features include sectoral- and
jurisdictional-specific add-ons: GDPR,
CCPA, HIPAA, COPPA, etc.

Data protection research portals
Data protection research portals provide
privacy professionals with up-to-date
resources on the latest developments in the
fast-changing privacy and data protection
regulatory landscape.
Baseline features include resources on
privacy and data protection laws, any
authoritative guidance, expert practitioner
interpretations, and enforcement actions.
Enhanced features include comparative
maps and spreadsheets on various data
protection topics.

Identity for privacy
Identity for privacy tools provide tech
solutions to both identity and privacy
problems. This category lies in the
intersection of the identity and privacy tech
industries.
As covered further under the adjacent
industries section, the identity domain’s
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scope extends beyond privacy, but
privacy is a growing component of
identity management programs, and
incorporating privacy into these programs
is becoming strategic for organizations
who want to protect both their users and
their companies. Privacy goals can be
achieved through identity management by
verifying user identities with authentication
solutions, and through awareness and
education.
These tools are used throughout the data
lifecycle.

Vendor management for privacy
Vendor management for privacy tools
include tools that help assess third-party
vendors’ privacy and security policies,
controls, and practices. They include
tools that automate vendor privacy
questionnaires, score or benchmark vendor
privacy controls, and audit vendor privacy
controls. These tools are used throughout
the data lifecycle.

accidentally exposed or stolen. Data
obfuscation includes encryption (including
homomorphic encryption), tokenization,
and hashing technologies.

Data access management / clean
rooms
Access management tools govern access
to personal information (and other types of
data). Data clean rooms allow organizations
to effectively manage, deidentify, process,
and share data.
These tools are used during the use and
sharing stages of the data lifecycle.

Data loss prevention (DLP)
Data loss prevention (DLP) tools ensure
that personal data or other sensitive data is
not lost or misused.
DLPs are used throughout the data
lifecycle.

Privacy vaults

Security for privacy
Security for privacy products provide tech
solutions to both security and privacy
problems. This category intersects both the
cybersecurity and privacy tech industries.
It covers tools that specifically secure
personal information.
This category includes data obfuscation
(encryption/tokenization/hashing),
privacy incident response (PIR), data loss
prevention (DLP), data access management
/clean rooms, and activity monitoring tools.
These tools are used throughout the data
lifecycle.

Data obfuscation: encryption/
tokenization/hashing
Data obfuscation includes techniques
meant to camouflage personal data
in ways that render it useless if it were
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Privacy data vaults are secure data
storage and data sharing systems that
allow organizations to interoperate across
different systems while minimizing data
privacy and security risks. Privacy data
vaults often leverage PETs.
Data vaults are used during the sharing and
storage phases of the data lifecycle.

Privacy incident response
Privacy incident and breach response
tools help privacy and incident response
professionals manage privacy incident
response workflows, from investigations,
containment, and internal communication,
to required notifications and public
communications.
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Secure deletion
Secure data deletion tools provide
reasonably irreversible data “deletion”
solutions, to comply with deletion and
data minimization requirements. It is
worth noting that some of these tools
don’t technically “delete” data; instead,
some use high-grade encryption and/or
anonymization techniques.

Data governance for privacy
Data governance for privacy products
provide tech solutions to overlapping data
governance and privacy problems. There
is a subset of data governance tools that
solve for data protection problems. They
include data discovery, classification,
cataloging, mapping, and records of
processing activities (ROPA) tools, which
are the building blocks for managing
data processing and data protection
compliance.
Data governance tools are used throughout
the data lifecycle.

Data discovery
Data discovery tools help find personal data
across an organization's apps, systems,
and environment. Privacy tech buyerusers report data discovery tools' scope
limitation: most are able to find personal
data from off-the-shelf SaaS solutions, but
don't address legacy systems.

Data classification
Once data is discovered, data classification
tools help categorize personal data and
match discovered personal data to the
specific categories.

done through visual diagrams identifying
apps and systems, different environments,
controllers and processors, and any
third-parties to indicate data sharing
and access. Data localization maps are
another example, given the increase of data
residency requirements.

Records of processing activities
(ROPA)
Once data is discovered, classified, and
mapped, organizations governed by the
EU GDPR will have to produce records
of processing activities (ROPA), as
required under Article 30. ROPA tools
help document—and keep up-to-date—the
different elements required under Article
30, such as data processing purposes,
data sharing recipients, cross-border data
transfer locations, retention periods, etc.

Data retention and disposition
Data retention and disposition tools help
organizations manage personal data at
end-of-life, when there is often no longer
a legal basis to continue processing
such data.These tools must take into
consideration data protection and other
regulatory requirements, retention policies,
consumer requests, legal holds, and any
remaining legitimate business needs.
Automated records retention tools, in
particular, can help organizations track
retention policies and schedules, to
determine whether to retain or dispose of
personal data.
These tools are used during the retention
stage of the data lifecycle.

Data mapping
Once data is classified, data mapping
products help map data across an
organization’s environment. This is typically
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Development Lifecycle Tools
The continued rise of developer privacy
tech tools is perhaps one of the more
exciting privacy tech developments—at
least in the B2B space. We break down the
development lifecycle side of the TROPT
Privacy Tech Stack according to the
following phases: training, requirements,
design, build, verification, production, and
incident response.
Development lifecycle privacy tech tools
help solve for privacy problems before
they materialize, or at least before data
is collected, “shifting left” from the data
lifecycle to the development lifecycle. This
B2B development lifecycle privacy tech
trend is in line with the adjacent shift left
security trend.
These products equip developers, privacy
engineers, product managers, and other
technical privacy teams with the tools they
need to design and engineer privacy into
the development lifecycle. They help build
privacy-respecting tech and avoid privacy
pitfalls in developing products, software,
systems, and technologies, in general.

DevPrivOps
DevPrivOps tools are a suite of tools for
developers to help build privacy design and
engineering into products and systems.
DevPrivOps subcategories include privacy
requirements libraries, static and dynamic
privacy code scanners, privacy code
libraries, and technical privacy analysis
tools.
They cover tools from the requirements
stage to the incident response stage of the
development lifecycle.

and requirements to translate into code
when developing products and systems
that touch personal information.
These tools are used during the
requirements phase of the development
lifecycle.

Privacy code libraries
Privacy code libraries provide developers
with privacy-safe code. These codes
translate privacy rules and requirements
and can be incorporated into products and
systems that touch personal information.
These code libraries are used during
the design and build phases of the
development lifecycle.

Technical privacy analysis
Technical privacy analysis tools help
engineers identify potential privacy
problems. The tools help create repeatable
rules to address privacy gaps, which
developers in turn can implement during
the build stage. Technical privacy analysis
tools help scale privacy engineers and
other technical privacy domain experts
by making guidance available across the
platform to engineers.
These tools are used during the design
phase of the development lifecycle.

Static code analysis
Static code analysis privacy tech tools
scan static (non-running) code for privacy
bugs or privacy problems in the code.
These tools analyze code against a set (or
multiple sets) of coding rules for privacy.
They’re typically used during the build stage
of the development lifecycle.

Privacy requirements libraries
Privacy requirements libraries provide
developers with a library of privacy rules
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Dynamic code analysis
Dynamic code analysis tools scan code
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while the software is running to improve
the identification and correction of privacy
bugs.
They’re typically used during the verification
stage of the development lifecycle.

Final privacy review
Final technical privacy review tools facilitate
the examination of all privacy requirements,
privacy problems raised, privacy bugs
identified in the code, and mitigations put
in place during the earlier stages of the
development lifecycle.
Final technical privacy review tools are
used just before production.

Development lifecycle privacy
enhancing technologies (PETs)
Development lifecycle PETs are tools
developers use to enhance privacy during
the development of products, systems, and
technologies, in general.
For example, developers could use
“dummy data,” or data sets with randomly
generated, made-up data points. They
could also use “synthetic datasets” for
testing and pre-production. Or they
could choose to deploy other PETs like
trusted execution environments (TEEs)
in the development of new systems and
products.
These tools are used during the design,
build, verification, and production phases of
the development lifecycle.

Synthetic Data
See previous section on synthetic data on
page 13.

Trusted execution environments
(TEEs)
Trusted execution environments (TEES)
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provide secure computation capabilities
through a combination of special-purpose
hardware and software built to use such
hardware. The hardware (e.g. a chipset)
allows a process to run on a processor
while keeping its memory invisible to any
process on the processor, including the
operating system or other code.
TEEs computation are not done on
encrypted data; instead, the hardware
secures the data through enclaves, which
protect memory space from access. An
attestation that the enclave is genuine —
and that the code running the enclave is
expected — can be issued to a process that
needs to trust the enclave.
TEEs are used during the design stage of
the development lifecycle.

Privacy by design and privacy
engineering training & awareness
Privacy by design and privacy engineering
training & awareness platforms provide
training and awareness tools for
developers, engineers, and other technical
teams on common privacy problems that
may arise during the development process.
These tools are first used during the
training phase of the development lifecycle
and then throughout the development
lifecycle for periodic training refresh.

Process and program
management for privacy
Process and program management for
privacy tools are tools for technical privacy
program managers and privacy engineers.
They cover the entire development
lifecycle.
***
Despite privacy’s central focus on
individuals, privacy tech tools for
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organizations (i.e. B2B) as explored above
have gained more momentum than their
consumer privacy (B2C) counterparts,
which we are covered in the next section.
This is due to several factors, including
global data protection laws regulating
organizations’ privacy practices, budget,
competing business models in the
consumer space, etc.
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Figure 4. B2B TROPT Privacy Tech Stack 2.0
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B2C P R I VACY T E C H
Business to consumer (B2C) privacy tech
provide solutions to individuals’ privacy
problems. B2C privacy tech is categorized
into two main umbrella categories: (i)
individual privacy and identity management
tools and (ii) privacy-first alternative online
services, both of which have their own
subcategories. Individual privacy and
identity management tools include data
wallets, data subject rights (DSR) agents,
anti-trackers, online pseudonyms, and selfsovereign identity (SSI). Privacy-first online
services include privacy-first alternative
email, messaging, browser, search engine,
and document collaboration tools. In this
section, we define each of these categories
and subcategories.

Individual Privacy & Identity
Management Tools
Today’s consumers feel a loss of control
over their personal information and their
digital identities. Enter individual privacy
and identity management tools as potential
solutions to consumer privacy and identity
pain points.
Individual privacy and identity management
solutions help individuals manage their
personal data and digital identities.
Subcategories include data wallets, antitrackers, online pseudonyms, and, in the
Web 3.0 spaceand self-sovereign identity
(SSI), each of which are explored in the
following sections.

Data wallets
There is an increasing number of tools
that empower the user to take control over
their online privacy and identity. These
include data wallets. There are a few
possible explanations for this trend. The
adjacent identity tech space has been on
the rise for years, even before privacy tech.
There is an existing need for identity to
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be interoperable across various platforms
and services. Data wallets, in particular,
gained popularity with the passage of the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
specifically its data portability provision.
Additional proposed data regulations, such
as the European Union's proposed Data
Act, Data Governance Act, Digital Markets
Act, and Digital Services Act, have only
helped increase the number of data wallet
solutions.
Data wallets give individuals control over
who can access their personal data.
They offer the following baseline features:
(i) keeping data under the individual’s direct
control, and (ii) allowing a permissioned,
transparent, and secure way to source,
store, share, and use data.
Enhanced features include: data
monetization, data storage, data
visualization, data inventory, and data user
experiences centralization.
There are custodial and non-custodial data
wallets. Custodial wallets involving giving a
third party control over an individual’s data;
whereas, individuals have full control over
their personal data with non-custodial data
wallets.

Anti-trackers
Anti-trackers prevent third parties from
tracking individuals’ personal information,
activities, and behavior in different
contexts, including at the browser, app, and
device levels, thereby helping individuals
gain or maintain control over who gets
access to such information. Anti-trackers
address consumer problems relating to
control, including the preference to remain
anonymous in certain contexts. At a
minimum, anti-trackers block trackers like
cookies, pixels, beacons, etc. Some antitrackers include additional features that
offer anonymity and security.
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Anti-trackers include private browsers,
browser plug-ins, OS features blocking
cross-app tracking, virtual private networks
(VPNs), and anonymous communication
software like Tor, to name a few.

Online pseudonyms
A predominant number of online services
require individual users to provide
identifying personal information to use
such services.
Online pseudonyms allow individuals to
interact pseudonymously online, through
the use of an alias or pseudonym, or other
non-directly identifying information, when
engaging with online services. Avatars
are a common example of these tools.
Others include products that automatically
generate random email addresses, phone
numbers, or other personal information, in
lieu of sharing directly identifying personal
information.
Baseline features include the provision of
aliases or pseudonyms. Enhanced features
include the protection of an individual’s
identity.
For example, Apple’s Hide My Email feature
allows an individual to provide a third party
with a “dummy” email address instead
of their real email address. MySudo and
privacy.com provide similar non-directly
identifying email addresses, phone
numbers, and credit card numbers for
individuals to use when using third party
services.

Self-sovereign identity (SSI)
Self-sovereign identity (SSI) technologies
give individual users control and autonomy
over their personal and identity data, how it
is used, and by whom it is used. There is no
universally accepted definition of SSI. The
term is often used in the context of Web
3.0, which is currently an evolving space.
SSI as a concept implies that individuals
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could present their trusted credentials
(real-world identity) to a third party without
having to engage an intermediary. In
the case of a blockchain-based SSI, this
process is enabled through the ownership
and/or control of certain decentralized
identifiers (DIDs).
Although not quite a mature privacy tech
category, there are several examples of SSI
implementations, including blockchain use
cases.

Data subject rights (DSRs) agents
In addition to the B2B DSR tools previously
covered, DSR tools for individuals have
also made it to market. DSR agents
empower individuals to exercise their
rights to access, correction, deletion, and
portability, and to assert general control
over their personal information. DSR agents
are services that submit DSR requests on
consumers’ behalf.
Increasing global data protection laws
provide individual data subjects with
privacy rights to access, correct, delete,
port, and/or cease processing of their
personal information. These data subject
rights (DSRs) are mandated by privacy
laws and regulations, such as the California
Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and
the European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). On the flip side,
individuals report wanting more control
over their personal information. These laws
and regulations coupled with increasing
consumer awareness have given rise to
the introduction of DSR agents tools in the
market.
DSR agents’ primary baseline feature is the
submission of DSR requests on behalf an
individual.
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Privacy-first alternative online
services
In light of consumer and public “techlash”
against privacy-invasive technologies,
privacy-first online services are emerging
as alternatives to the surveillance-heavy
status quo.
Privacy-first alternative online services are
products built and delivered in a privacyforward way. Their primary purpose is not
necessarily to solve for a privacy problem.
Instead, their primary purpose could be
anything else, including search (in the case
of Neeva), browsing (Brave), messaging
(Signal), document management (Skiff),
and personal web servers (Solid). That said,
these products solve privacy problems
despite their non-privacy primary purpose.
For example, Brave solves for privacy
problems in web browsing; Neeva, in
search; and Signal, in messaging. This
category of B2C privacy tech is broad
given the breadth of consumer online
services. Common examples today cover
browsers, search engines, messaging apps,
document management apps, but they
could expand to cover other consumer
online services.

Privacy-first email
Privacy-first email providers provide email
solutions to consumers (and organizations),
while enhancing their email privacy. Sample
baseline features include end-to-end
encryption, disabling of email-embedded
trackers, and spam protection.

Privacy-first messaging
Privacy-first messaging tools provide
messaging solutions to consumers (and
organizations), while enhancing their
messaging communication privacy. The
primary baseline feature is end-to-end
encryption. Text spam and malicious link
identification and/or blocking are enhanced
features.
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Privacy-first browser
Privacy-first browsers allow consumers to
browse the Internet while protecting their
privacy. Their core baseline feature is the
disabling of cookies and other trackers.
Enhanced features include increased
anonymity.

Privacy-first search engine
Privacy-first search engines allow
consumers to search the Internet in a
privacy-safe way. One of the baseline
features is the disabling of ad trackers and
other commercial surveillance collection
mechanisms.

Privacy-first document
collaboration tools
Privacy-first document collaboration tools
allow consumers (and organizations’
employees) to share documents and
collaborate iprivately and securely. The
baseline feature is end-to-end encryption.
Decentralized storage is an enhanced
feature.
***
Consumer demand for privacy coupled
with consumer abandonment of privacyinvasive technologies have helped
consumer privacy tech tools gain traction.
That said, many opportunities to innovate
in consumer privacy tech remain. While the
B2C side of the privacy tech stack is surely
catching up to its more mature B2B part,
it is doing so slowly. Some originally B2C
privacy tech companies have had to expand
to B2B2C, in search for market viability. We
turn to B2B2C privacy tech next.
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Figure 5. B2C TROPT Privacy Tech Stack
2.0
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B2 B2C P R I VACY T E C H
Business-to-business-to-consumer
(B2B2C) is a business model that combines
both the business-to-business (B2B) and
business-to-consumer (B2C) models.
Under B2B2C, there is a collaborative and
mutually beneficial relationship between
businesses and consumers
In the privacy tech industry, B2B2C privacy
tech tools bridge the B2B and B2C sides
of the privacy tech landscape. They serve
both businesses and individuals.
Common B2B2C privacy tech
subcategories include: user-centric
consent/permissions platforms, data
unions, and end-to-end DSRS. The
following sections explore each of these
subcategories.

User-centric consent/
permissions platforms
Users are increasingly feeling a loss of
control over their personal information.
A majority of Americans report that they
have very little or no control over the data
companies (81%) or the government (84%)
collect about them. Most also feel they
have little or no control over how these
entities use their personal information,
according to a Pew Research survey of
U.S. adults that explores how Americans
feel about the state of privacy in the
nation. This dual challenge, propped
against the backdrop of increasing global
data protection regulations that require
organizations to provide individuals greater
control over their personal data, created
opportunities for centralized consent/
permission platforms.
Centralized consent/permissions platforms
aggregate individuals’ consent preferences
and provide businesses access to such
aggregated consent preferences. Their
user-centric counterparts do so while
prioritizing individual privacy
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At a baseline level, user-centric consent/
permissions platforms provide data use
and sharing permissions, provenance,
traceability, and audibility features.
Enhanced features include permissions
enforcement. For example, user-centric
consent/permissions systems provide
users control over their personal
information throughout the data lifecycle,
from collection, usage control over time,
and visibility into past collections, to
retention and deletion.

Data unions
As covered under the B2C section, data
unions, otherwise known as data trusts or
co-operatives, gained prominence as part
of data protection, data governance, and
data sharing regulatory frameworks.
Data unions enable individuals to
collectively bargain for their data rights,
control their data and permitted uses, and
help find their data’s fair value.
Baseline features include data use and
sharing permissions—oftentimes through
a consumer-facing data wallet, as covered
under the B2C the previous section—and
data monetization features. Enhanced
features include “data for good” capabilities
(assurances that an individual’s data will be
used responsibly and for good by buyers)
and payment rails (direct payment features)
that allow data buyers to pay individuals
directly instead of going through a thirdparty marketplace.
Data union subcategories are falling
along sector lines, with specialized data
unions serving specific use cases like web
browsing, adtech, banking, mobility, auto,
and/or IoT.
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End-to-end data subject rights
(DSRs) platforms
End-to-end DSR platforms bridge the gap
between an organization’s fulfillment of
their DSR obligations under applicable data
protection laws and individual’s exercise
of their DSR rights. These tools serve both
business and individual customers, from
intake, verification, workflow automation,
communication, and back-end fulfillment.
Baseline features include front-end
consumer-facing DSR request intake and
back-end DSR workflow management and
fulfillment for organizations. Automated
backend DSR fulfillment is an enhanced
feature.
Figure 6. B2B2C TROPT Privacy Tech
Stack 2.0
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Figure 7. TROPT Privacy Tech Stack 2.0
Source: TROPT Privacy Tech Stack Whitepaper 2022
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TECH, ADJACENT
& DISRUPTED
INDUSTRIES, AND
WEB 3.0
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PA RT II: P RI VACY T EC H, A D JAC E N T &
DIS RU PT E D INDU S T RIES, A ND W E B 3.0
There are several adjacent industries that
overlap with—but do not fall entirely within—
the emerging privacy tech industry. These
include the cybersecurity, data, identity,
data governance, and legaltech industries.
In addition to these primary adjacent
industries, privacy tech is disrupting other
industries that are highly regulated on
privacy and data protection. These primary
disrupted industries include adtech and
martech, healthtech, and fintech.
Beyond these primary adjacent and
disrupted industries, privacy tech is also
playing a critical role in the next internet
age, Web 3.0.
We explore privacy tech’s relationship with
these adjacent and disrupted industries and
Web 3.0 below.

PRIMARY ADJACE NT
INDUSTRIES
Cybersecurity
Privacy tech and cybersecurity remain
the closest overlapping industries, but are
not one-and-the-same. Cybersecurity and
privacy tech products protect personal
information, but cybersecurity goes
beyond protecting personal information
and extends more broadly to protecting
systems, networks, devices, and
infrastructure. Cybersecurity’s goal is to
establish and deploy protective measures
to maintain functionality of a system while
preserving confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of information.
Conversely, privacy tech products do more
than just protect personal information; they
also solve other types of privacy problems
beyond insecurity, like transparency, data
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minimization, purpose and use limitation,
etc. It bears noting that cybersecurity
tools are not privacy-preserving by default;
on the contrary, when not designed and
engineered with privacy in mind, these
tools often raise privacy issues such as
surveillance and overcollection of personal
information.
The customer personas for overlapping
privacy tech & cybersecurity tools include
Chief Information Security Officers
(CISOs), security engineers, Governance,
Risk Management and Compliance
(GRC) professionals, incident response
teams, and other privacy and security
professionals.
Cybersecurity and privacy tech share
overlapping challenges. Both domains
suffer from vendor and third-party
management, compliance, and workforce
training and awareness challenges. This
means that there’s an opportunity for
cybersecurity and privacy tech vendors to
integrate and/or provide holistic solutions
to address overlaps.
The intersection of cybersecurity and
privacy tech products are particularly of
interest. We call these products “Security
for Privacy” tools under the TROPT
Privacy Tech Stack. As discussed in the
prior section dedicated to this category,
it covers tools that specifically secure
personal information. For examples, one of
the trends we’re seeing in the intersection
of cybersecurity and privacy tech is the
emergence of privacy vault solutions, built
to secure personal information.
There are existing cybersecurity industry
tech stacks. Only overlapping security
and privacy tech product categories are
mapped out in the TROPT Privacy Tech
Stack.
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Identity
The identity industry is perhaps the next
closest adjacent industry to privacy tech.
Identity tech tools identify, authenticate,
and authorize an individual or group
of individuals. Identity management
products include tools for governing
and administering unique user digital
representations.
Moreover, privacy is becoming an
intrinsic part of identity programs, as
companies apply user information to
access management policies while also
mining and monetizing the information for
business purposes. Conversely, identity
programs are becoming strategic aspects
for managing privacy within organizations.
Overlapping identity & privacy technologies
are built for IT and InfoSec professional
tasked with implementing identity privacy
tech solutions.
Identity management overlaps with privacy
tech because both solve for problems
relating to individual control over their
identity, accuracy of personal information
relating to identity, and secure access tied
to identity-based personal information.
That said, identity management tech
goals extend beyond solving for privacy
problems.
Similar to cybersecurity, the identity
space is an established domain with its
own identity tech stacks. We’ve found,
for example, Mayfield’s Identity Stack
informative.
According to Mayfield, identity tech
categories include authentication,
authorization, directory, and governance
and administration tools. Other
identity tech categories include access
management, active directory, network
access control, credentialing, biometric
authentication, context-aware network
access control, de-provisioning, digital
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identity, entitlement, Identity-as-a-Service
(IDaaS), identity lifecycle management,
identity synchronization, lightweight
directory access protocol (LDAP), multifactor authentication (MFA), password
reset, privileged account management,
provisioning, risk-based authentication
(RBA), single sign-on (SSO), user behavior
analytics (UBA).

Data
The data industry consists of data stacks,
data platforms, and data infrastructure.
Data stacks are technologies and
services that organizations use to store,
manage, and access data. Data platforms
implement data stacks into infrastructure,
connecting technologies and services to
each other. Lastly, data infrastructure is the
underlying computing system powering
data stacks. Data infrastructure tools
promote data sharing and consumption,
enhance efficiency and productivity,
increase collaboration and interoperability,
and reduce operational costs. Data
infrastructure include data sources like
SQL databases, cloud storage providers,
data warehouses, and business intelligence
tools. These tools process personal
information, among other information
types. Data infrastructure products were
not historically built with privacy in mind.
Data stack, platform, and infrastructure
privacy tech users include IT, Data
Governance, and Data Science teams.
The data stack is specifically built to
support storage, management, and access
to data.
The data infrastructure space overlaps
with the privacy tech space because
some privacy tech tools address data
infrastructure privacy problems.
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Legaltech
Legaltech generally covers products
that legal teams use to facilitate their
processes and improve their effectiveness,
including maintaining simple, efficient legal
operations. Legaltech provides operational
and administrative solutions for document
or contract management, legal research,
case or practice management, and client
intake automation.
Legaltech overlaps with privacy tech by
offering data protection law compliance,
privacy legal workflow automation, and
data protection and security tools.
Legal privacy tech customer personas
are primarily in-house counsel, outside
counsel, legal operations professionals, and
compliance professionals.
One reported legaltech trend projects that
legal departments will have automated 50%
of legal work related to major corporate
transactions by 2024. This trend is
particularly relevant to privacy tech and the
privacy domain given (1) the shortage of
privacy domain experts, (2) the common
placement of the privacy functions within
the legal function, and (3) privacy and
security due diligence's increasing part in
corporate transactions.

Data governance
Data governance covers processes,
people, and technologies needed to create
a reliable and appropriate supervision of
an organization’s data across its business
environments. The data governance tech
industry therefore covers the tools that help
professionals reliably and appropriately
supervise an organization’s data.
In the intersection of privacy and data
governance tech are data governance
for privacy tools, which cover products
that help Information Technology (IT),
Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC),
and privacy teams govern data, including
data discovery, inventory, mapping,
cataloging, and records of processing
(ROPA) tools.
***
Privacy tech’s primary adjacent industries
are not the only ones affected by the
emerging privacy tech industry. In addition
to spilling over to these adjacent industries
in the form of overlapping solutions, privacy
tech is also disrupting other industries.
We turn next to privacy tech’s primary
disrupted industries.

Like other industries, there are existing
frameworks for categorizing legaltech.
For example, one framework breaks down
legaltech into B2B, B2C, and internal
applications. Another one categorizes
legaltech into eight (8) categories: (1) lawyer
marketplace, (2) document automation
and assembly, (3) practice management,
(4) legal research, (5) predictive analytics
and litigation data mining, (6) electronic
discovery, (7) online dispute resolution
(ODR), and (8) data security technologies.
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PRIMARY DISRUPTE D
INDUSTRIES

problems. Overlapping adtech and privacy
tech startups provide solutions to privacy
problems in advertising.

In addition to the primary adjacent
industries covered in the previous section,
privacy tech is also disrupting adtech and
martech, fintech, and healthtech. These
industries are highly regulated, including
when it comes to privacy. This is because
financial, health, and online behavior
information are often considered sensitive
personal information.

Adtech and martech are getting disrupted
by privacy tech, as demonstrated by
Google’s phasing out of third-party
cookies, Apple’s rollout of platform
privacy requirements and restrictions, the
passage of global data protection laws, and
customer marketplace demand for privacy.

Martech & adtech
Marketing technology, or “martech” is
a set of software solutions used by
marketers to support mission-critical
business objectives and drive innovation
within their organizations. Martech
solutions focus on content and customer
experience, advertising, direct marketing,
marketing management and marketing
data and analytics. Martech products solve
marketing problems and include digital
asset management, marketing automation,
chatbots, and social media monitoring
tools. Advertising technology, or ”adtech,”
refers to analytics and technical tools
used in the advertising space that help
advertisers reach their target audiences.
The customer personas for overlapping
privacy tech, adtech, and martech tools
include Chief Marketing Officers (CMOs),
product marketing teams, marketing data
science teams, and other marketing and
advertising professionals.
Because adtech solutions generally rely
on consumer data, privacy is a necessary
consideration when building these
products, especially in light of increasing
global data protection laws. Privacy tech
is disrupting adtech given adtech’s record
of creating privacy problems, many of
which require privacy tech solutions. That
said, the two spaces are distinct: adtech
primarily solves for advertising problems,
whereas privacy tech solves for privacy
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Healthtech
Healthtech are technologies that improve
the delivery, payment, and/or consumption
of health care.
Healthtech customers include anyone
delivering, processing payment or
insurance, or consuming health care.
Because healthtech solutions often process
health-related personal information, privacy
is a necessary consideration when building
these products. Healthtech is adjacent
to privacy tech because of the privacy
problems they raise, some of which require
privacy tech and innovation. Overlapping
healthtech and privacy tech startups
provide solutions for privacy problems in
the health care space. For example, fitness,
period tracking, and mental health apps
require privacy features to protect the
sensitive health personal information that
these healtech products process.

Fintech
Fintech refers to the segment of the
tech startup scene that is disrupting the
mobile payments, money transfers, loans,
fundraising, asset management, and other
financial sectors. Fintech customers cover
anyone using and delivering these financial
services.
Because fintech solutions often process
financial personal information, privacy is
a necessary consideration when building
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these products. Privacy tech is disrupting
fintech because financial personal
information requires privacy tech and
innovation. Overlapping fintech and privacy
tech startups provide solutions for privacy
problems in the financial services space.
For example, privacy-first cryptocurrencies
aim to deliver a level of anonymity in crypto
transactions.
***
Notwithstanding the intersections with the
aforementioned adjacent and disrupted
industries, privacy tech is an emerging
industry on its own, with tools that
specifically solve privacy problems despite
overlapping with other industries and the
important problems they focus on solving.
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Figure 8. TROPT
Privacy Tech Stack 2.0
+ Adjacent & Disrupted
Industries
Source: TROPT Privacy Tech
Stack Whitepaper 2022
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P R I VACY T E C H & W E B 3.0
Web 3.0 is the next stage of the Internet. Because this stage is currently still being built,
it has no universal definition yet. In practice, however, Web 3.0 refers to an Internet that
is made possible by decentralized networks. The Web3 Foundation refers to Web 3.0
as “a decentralized and fair internet where users control their own data, identity, and
destiny.”
Because Web 3.0 is the next stage of the Internet versus a niche industry, everyone is
potentially a Web 3.0 privacy tech user or customer.
While it is quite early in the Web 3.0 era for a definitive tech stack, the Web3 Foundation
is working on a Web 3.0 tech stack that outlines its different layers and categories,
akin to TROPT's endeavor to develop and evolve the TROPT Privacy Tech Stack for the
emerging privacy tech industry.
Web 3.0 and privacy tech both have the shared goal of enabling user control over their
personal information and identity. That said, privacy tech covers more than just Web
3.0 technologies, and vice versa.
Some Web 3.0 privacy tech trends include: zero knowledge proofs (ZKP) rollups, data
marketplaces and data unions, data wallets, and privacy cryptocurrencies.
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PART III: FUELING
PRIVACY TECH
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PA RT III: F U E L IN G P RI VACY T EC H
In addition to evolving the TROPT Privacy
Tech Stack, we sought insights from
privacy tech key players, in line with our
mission to fuel privacy tech & innovation.
We interviewed TROPT Visionaries,
the exclusive gathering of the privacy
profession’s and the privacy tech industry’s
innovative and forward-thinking leaders. We
sought feedback from TROPT Innovators
members, the leading privacy tech industry
group. We also engaged the greater TROPT
community of privacy tech founders,
investors, buyer-users, and expert-advisors.
In this section, we share their insights on
the biggest challenges facing the emerging
privacy tech industry and how they propose
we overcome them, the privacy tech trends
they’re seeing, and their visions for the
future of privacy tech and innovation.

products that have limited scope and
functionality, solving only a small number
of use cases and overlooking others.
For example, in the data discovery and
mapping space, proprietary and legacy
systems remain a problem area for many
CPOs, despite existing solutions covering
SaaS applications.

“The biggest challenge I see
involve proprietary and legacy
systems that were built before
privacy was part of the process.
So I ask privacy tech vendors: I
understand, you’re going to be
able to solve my problem for
off-the-shelf applications and
SaaS solutions, but what about
everything else?”

THE BIGGEST
C H A LLE N G ES FACI N G
P R I VACY T E C H ...
AND PROPOSED
SOLUTIONS
Numerous challenges face the privacy
tech industry at its nascency. So we asked
privacy tech key players about the biggest
challenges they’re seeing in the space.
Below are some of the recurring themes
surrounding these challenges, including
their proposed solutions.

Challenge #1: Privacy tech
products fail to solve privacy
tech buyer-users’ pain points
One of the biggest recurring themes involve
products that fail to solve privacy tech
buyer-users’ pain points.

Paola Zeni

RingCentral Chief Privacy
Officer

Solution #1a: Privacy tech
startups should align with privacy
tech buyer-users’ day-to-day
realities
To build products that solve privacy tech
buyer-users’ pain points, privacy tech
startups need to understand and be aware
of buyer-users’ day-to-day realities. Market
research with actual buyer-users will
provide the required understanding and
awareness to align with such realities and
use the information gathered to inform
product design and development.

Buyer-users complain of privacy tech
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“The biggest challenge facing the privacy tech
industry is ensuring that privacy tech products are
aligned with the reality of what privacy tech buyers
and users need, what their day-to-day experiences
are, and what their pain points are. Privacy tech
products need to be designed to solve privacy
pain points in a practical and realistic way. Many
privacy tech vendors may be aware of a problem
area when they start building a product that they
feel is probably aligned with that area. Unless a
vendor is very closely tied to its users, and they’re
incorporating feedback into that user experience,
then their privacy requirements, their product
requirements, and their product will start to fall out
of sync with what their customers truly need.”

Some founders communicate using
technology- or business-focused language.
Some investors use venture capital speak.
And because privacy tech buyer-users are
cross-functional, they also have their own
privacy, security, engineering, marketing,
legal, and/or other languages. We therefore
first need to be aware of these language
gaps when communicating privacy
tech buyer-user pain points and product
capabilities. Only then can we bridge this
gap. We can start by communicating as
simply as possible, listening to each other,
clarifying ambiguities, and learning each
other’s domains as much as we can.

Ray Everett

First Chief Privacy Officer of the Internet era
Head of Privacy & Data Protection and Associate
General Counsel, Avellino Lab

Solution #1b: Privacy tech buyerusers should define and articulate
their pain points
Many privacy tech startups struggle to
truly understand their buyer-users’ pain
points. And it’s not all on them. In last
year’s whitepaper, we highlighted the need
for buyers to define and articulate their
pain points, so the market can respond and
startups can build them the tools they truly
need. We underscore this message here.

Solution #1c: We need to bridge
existing language gaps when
communicating privacy tech
buyer-user pain points and
privacy tech functionalities
Privacy tech key players come from
diverse professional backgrounds and
therefore speak different “languages.”
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“There’s a tremendous language
gap—and resulting opportunity
gap—in this cross-functional
space. I have spoken over the
last year with some newer privacy
tech vendors. They start from a
bottoms up technical description
of product capabilities. But, at
a fundamental level, we need
to think about solving business
problems and being able to
bridge technical details, business
needs, and compliance needs.
It’s quite the challenge given
we have several languages to
account for: business, privacy,
security, product and engineering,
compliance, and law.”
Barbara Lawler

The Information
Accountability Foundation
President
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Challenge #2: Privacy tech
products that fail to integrate
with existing systems and/or
interoperate with other privacy
tech products
Privacy tech buyer-users report that
product integration remains one of their
top challenges in privacy tech. They need
their products to integrate with existing
systems that their companies have in place
and interoperate with other privacy tech
products that they already use.

“Another privacy tech challenge I see involves
integration. There are different privacy problems
that CPOs have to solve: consent and cookie
management, DSRs, vendor management ...
So I ask privacy tech companies the following
questions: Do you integrate with other offerings?
Do your offerings integrate in a way that’s relatively
seamless? And hopefully not too expensive?
Because CPOs generally don’t have a huge budget
to spend in technology.”

end up with unhappy customers, which in
turn could result to high churn rates.

Challenge #3: Privacy tech
buyer-users who fail to
embrace (and secure) budget
for privacy technologies
Despite the increasing external venture
capital investments in privacy tech
startups, several privacy tech buyer-users
report inadequate internal investments
in privacy tech tools. Some privacy tech
buyer-users resist embracing privacy tech.
Even when they do, they struggle to secure
budget for the privacy tech tools they need.
This challenge has to be overcome to
improve privacy programs and help scale
the business.

“My call to action is for us to
embrace privacy technologies.
Yes, it’s very easy to defer
back to manual approaches
and spreadsheets. We need to
embrace privacy tech because
that’s how we get better and
scale.”

Paola Zeni

RingCentral Chief Privacy Officer

Stuart Lee

VMware VP & Chief
Privacy Officer

Solution #2a: Privacy tech
startups should prioritize and
build integration capabilities as
baseline features
Part of the problem lies in the the privacy
tech industry’s nascency. To solve this,
privacy tech startups today should listen
to their buyers and prioritize integration
capabilities. These capabilities are quickly
becoming baseline features that buyers
look for in choosing the privacy tech
product to purchase and implement.
Privacy tech startups that don’t do this will
miss out on opportunities where buyers
demand robust integration capabilities or
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Solution #3a: Privacy tech
buyer-users should align their
privacy tech budget ask to their
company’s strategic priorities and
initiatives
When making the ask for privacy tech
budget, buyer-users should align their ask
to their company’s strategic priorities and
initiatives. While leading with compliance
requirements and the threat of fines (the
“stick”) could work, this approach has
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Challenge #4: There are not
enough privacy domain experts
in the emerging privacy tech
industry to help build effective
privacy tech tools

limited effectiveness and can quickly
get old. Diversified approaches can help
appeal to diverse audiences. For many
leadership personas, seeing the value of
their proposed investment (the “carrot”)
resonates better perceived-remote threats
of fines.

“To get budget priority, privacy tech buyer-users need
to understand their company’s strategic priorities and
initiatives, not just for the next quarter, but for the
next couple of years. Use that knowledge to articulate
the value, the benefit, the importance of the proposed
privacy tech investment, and how it supports those
business goals, because leadership is always thinking
about how to achieve business goals.”

Many existing privacy tech startups begin
building their first products without the
requisite privacy domain expertise. It is no
surprise that those that break out from the
rest of the pack do so by adding privacy
domain experts to their teams.

Barbara Lawler

The Information Accountability Foundation
President

"Part of what needs to happen
really early in the process, even
before there’s a privacy tech
product to sell, while ideating and
designing the product, and working
with product and engineering
teams to build out that alpha
version, is for privacy tech startups
to engage with organizations like
TROPT, to look at partnerships with
privacy domain experts. And yes,
privacy tech startups can leverage
these privacy experts to be a
name on their board of advisors,
or to make intros to buyer-users
at different organizations. But
more importantly, startups can
engage experts to provide valuable
feedback at a much more granular
level, helping test both the product
features and the marketing pitch."
Ray Everett

First Chief Privacy Officer
of the Internet era
Head of Privacy & Data
Protection and Associate
General Counsel, Avellino
Lab
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Solution #4a: Privacy domain
experts should help build privacy
tech solutions.
In last year’s whitepaper, we underscored
the need for more privacy domain experts
to jump in as privacy tech founders,
advisors, operators, and even investors.
Why? Because they are intimately familiar
with privacy and understand the biggest
privacy problems. With privacy domain
experts helping build privacy tech, we avoid
ineffective privacy tech solutions or, worse,
privacy tech vaporware.
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“We need more investment in
privacy domain experts turned
founders rather than serial startup
founders polluting the market with
products no one asked for.”
Melanie Ensign

Discernible Inc. CEO
The Rise of Privacy Tech
(TROPT) Advisor
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Challenge #5: The privacy tech industry has to deal with the
privacy-invasive status quo
Privacy tech startups that are building tech solutions to privacy problems have to deal with
the privacy-invasive status quo. To be clear, they are changing things, slowly but surely,
and have capitalized on Big Tech’s privacy woes. That said, in introducing their products
into the commercial mainstream, they find themselves having to grapple with the privacyinvasive status quo. Existing sales and marketing tactics and overall business models rely
on widespread collection, use, sharing, and monetization of personal information. Some
privacy tech startups fall for such pitfalls, including, for example, the buying and selling of
prospective customers' personal information. These privacy-invasive tactics often backfire,
with privacy-sensitive buyers publicly calling out offending vendors or, worse, blacklisting
them from sales opportunities.

“The biggest challenge facing the emerging privacy tech industry is that BigTech does not
want to give up its tracking and monetization of personal information. However, global
consumer sentiment has tipped as humans realize that BigTech companies have been
extracting value from us via surveillance capitalism, selling that data to governments, and
undermining both individual choices and democratic imperatives. By bringing to market
privacy-enabling technologies and platforms that meet business goals and protect humans
from privacy harms serves as a forcing function for BigTech and their investors to change
course in order to win trust from their customers or risk becoming irrelevant.”
Debra J. Farber

Principled LLC CEO & privacy tech advisor

Solution #5a: We need to incentivize privacy-protective business models
To fuel the emerging privacy tech industry, we need to incentivize privacy-protective
business models.

“Evolving the privacy tech industry to its next stage of maturity will require government
incentives for privacy-preserving business models. These incentives are needed to
compete with established models that have historically relied upon the widespread
collection, use, and sharing of people’s personal information behind their backs, without
sharing in their value. We each have a role to play—as users, policymakers, technologists/
builders, investors, consumer advocates, advertisers/marketers—to usher in a new era of
ethical, responsible, and privacy tech.”
Lourdes M. Turrecha

The Rise of Privacy Tech (TROPT) Founder,
board advisor, and Angel investor
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P R I VACY T E C H T R E N D S
In this section, we highlight a few privacy tech industry trends covering investments,
product categories, and corporate strategy.

Privacy tech startup investments continued to rise in 2022, despite
being affected by the current economic downturn
Investments in privacy tech startups continued to rise in 2022. According to Crunchbase,
investors have reportedly poured in more than seven billion US dollars (specifically,
$7.3B) in cumulative funding towards emerging privacy companies. Despite the current
economic downturn, 2022 saw continued investment in privacy tech startups. While
the second and third quarters (Q2 ad Q3) have seen decline in investments, privacy tech
companies have already secured $1.7B USD in investments in 2022, surpassing 2021
numbers, and the year isn’t over yet. In comparison, investors directed $1.6B USD in
funding towards privacy tech the prior year, 2021. That said, seventy percent (70% or $1.2B
USD) of 2022 funding rounds were closed in the first half of the year and almost half (47%
or $800K USD) in the first quarter (Q1), before investors stalled investments in response to
the economic downturn.
Crunchbase lists the following investors as, the most active investors in privacy companies
Y Combinator, Sequoia Capital, Partech, SV Angel, Bessemer Venture Partners, Bossanova
Investimentos, Insight Partners, Digital Currency Group, Bloomberg Beta, Accel, General
Catalyst, Index Ventures, IA Ventures, Blu Venture Investors, and CRV.

“The expanding privacy tech industry is proof that not only do people still care about privacy
and respect, but companies are willing to pay for it as a brand differentiator and investors are
willing to bring new ideas to market.”
Melanie Ensign

Discernible Inc. CEO
The Rise of Privacy Tech (TROPT) Advisor

Privacy tech continues to “shift left”
2022 saw an increasing number of privacy tech startups “shifting privacy left” by building
products that solve privacy problems earlier on in the data lifecycle and development
lifecycles.

“‘Privtech and ‘the privacy tech stack’ are concepts that we’re going to get a lot more
comfortable talking about. In particular, I see developments involving privacy at the code level.”
Stuart Lee

VMware VP & Chief Privacy Officer
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Consumer privacy tech is starting to catch up
Consumer privacy tech (B2C) is finally catching up after trailing behind the business
privacy tech (B2B) side. Notable VC firms have funded consumer privacy-first products.
For example, Sequoia invested in Skiff (a privacy-first document collaboration tool) and
Greylock invested in Neeva (a privacy-first search engine). These consumer privacy tech
tools are exciting. Privacy is about people, after all.

Privacy tech continues to disrupt adtech & martech
We are also seeing more privacy tech startups solving for advertising and marketing
privacy problems. This should come as no surprise given the adtech and martech
industries' notoriety for widespread collection, use, sharing, and monetization of personal
information. Moreover, Big Tech players have rolled out privacy strategies that are changing
these industries: Apple limiting tracking on its iOS devices and Google phasing out
third-party cookies. These moves are prompted in part by increasing consumer privacy
sentiment and global privacy regulatory pressures. Privacy tech startups are seizing these
opportunities to innovate, building data unions, zero party data solutions, and more privacy
tech products disrupting the adtech and martech industries.

Privacy (and privacy tech) increasingly factor into ESG strategies
Last year, we reported how privacy tech opens up environmental, social, and governance
(ESG), social responsibility investments (SRI), and impact investing opportunities for
investors.

“Today’s investors no longer care solely about returns. More and more limited partner (LP)
investors — investors who invest in venture funds — want their money to make a positive
impact on society and the world at large, including when it comes to privacy.
It turns out that SRI accounted for more than $1 out of every $4 under professional
management in the United States. Investors also used ESG criteria to evaluate companies
for investment, and these accounted for $16.6 trillion in investment assets in 2020. It seems
LPs care enough about their investment dollars to the tune of a $715 billion impact investing
market, and some LPs are even looking to link a fund’s carried interest to quantifiable impact
metrics.”
Lourdes M. Turrecha

The Rise of Privacy Tech (TROPT) Founder,
board advisor, and Angel investor
Source: TROPT Defining the Privacy Tech Landscape 2021
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This year, we highlight the ESG trend within corporate enterprises. Privacy is increasingly
become a critical component of corporate ESG strategies, with CPOs aligning their
privacy agenda to their company's' own ESG agenda. Privacy tech could be the tangible
component to help translate those privacy and ESG strategies into business value.

“Privacy tech can help support your ESG strategy a couple of ways. First, it can help measure
your privacy program’s performance. Privacy tech can help get some of the numbers
into your reporting on how your privacy agenda is playing into your trust agenda and your
societal good governance agenda, how you’re driving some of the changes that are making
a meaningful impact in your organization. Second, privacy tech adoption inherently reflects
a maturity in your privacy program. If you’re using privacy technology to help you do things
at scale, your program is inherently a little bit more mature, assuming that you’re using the
technology correctly.”
Stuart Lee

VMware VP & Chief Privacy Officer
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V I S I O N S O F T H E F U T U R E O F P R I VACY T E C H
Select TROPT Privacy Tech Visionaries Circle inaugural members share their visions of the
future of privacy tech and innovation.

“I am delighted with the growth in privacy tech – cryptographers and many others are
increasingly getting involved in privacy. And The Rise of Privacy Tech is to be applauded!
However, what remains a question mark in my mind is: Will this be enough? Unfortunately,
the growth of surveillance is steadily mounting! I am hoping that we can reverse the privacyinvasive practices of data brokers, or at least put the brakes on them through the growth in
privacy tech. While I’m optimistic, I’m urging people to get serious about getting involved with
privacy tech. You see, it’s not just about privacy and tech, it’s about our freedom. Privacy forms
the foundation of our freedom – you cannot have free and open societies without a solid
foundation of privacy! Privacy breeds innovation and prosperity.”
Dr. Ann Cavoukian

Creator of Privacy by Design
Executive Director of the Global Privacy & Security by Design Centre

“What makes the privacy tech space so interesting is that we can’t necessarily tell what it’s
going to look like. It’s changing. That said, I think that we’re going to see an increase in true
automation. Today, we talk a lot about automation, but it’s still not fully quite right there. It’s
still a little bit clunky. I want to be able to free up my team, so they’re thinking about the bigger
strategic conversations, beyond the day-to-day compliance activities. I’d like the to see tools
that can alert me on privacy risk, predict where there are going to be changes, and really help
me do things at scale.”
Stuart Lee

VMware VP & Chief Privacy Officer

“The real vision, and the real opportunity here, is just much better integration of these different
privacy tech solutions. There are so many sophisticated capabilities--like in the adjacent
InfoSec space, which has early detection of threats. We have so much further to go in privacy
tech. I see the use of artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning, and big data
solutions for analyzing lots of datasets for privacy risks and opportunities. Privacy tech is going
to be just so much more powerful, and so much more interesting over the next 5 to 10 years.”
Ray Everett

First Chief Privacy Officer of the Internet era
Head of Privacy & Data Protection and Associate General Counsel, Avellino Lab
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“I would like to see a deeper understanding among VCs of what privacy operations look like
inside organizations and a recognition of cross-functional needs so that we’re funding more
solutions that bridge silos between functions instead of reinforcing them.”
Melanie Ensign

Discernible Inc. CEO
The Rise of Privacy Tech (TROPT) Advisor

“I would like to see increased awareness of the need for and promise of privacy tech, and
more visibility into the various privacy tech solutions available on the market. TROPT is
a leader is driving recognition of the importance of privacy tech and providing valuable
resources for the tech community.”
Alexandra Ross

Autodesk Senior Director,
Senior Data Protection, Use & Ethics Counsel

“Over the next 5 years, we will see companies competing on trust and making privacy claims
that bring assurances of that trust - i.e., zero-trust architectures, decentralized identity,
transparent governance practices, provability on distributed ledgers, and other privacyenabling technologies. The technologies are already deployed or in development, so the best
way to get us to a more-trusted digital world is for TROPT to develop a privacy tech & trust
strategy for the market with associated talking points that privacy tech advocates around the
globe can amplify.”
Debra J. Farber

Principled LLC CEO & privacy tech advisor
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P R I VACY T E C H B U Y E R-U S E R “ W I S H L I S T”
At TROPT, we often get privacy tech buyer inquiries relating to privacy tech products and
features that they want. In this “privacy tech wish list” section, we highlight some of their
recurring asks.

“I’d like to see a privacy tech product for automated anonymization. I’m sure there are ways
that it can already be done through various algorithms, etc. but I’d like to see a tool that does
so at scale and have confidence in its degree of anonymization. If it exists, I’d love to hear
about it.”
Stuart Lee

VMware VP & Chief Privacy Officer

“I am still looking for the really good data inventory and data mapping solution that produces
useful, understandable outputs. There’s still so much more work to be done. You’ve got tools
that will look at some of your data sources and integrations. Some of them can even read
what the row headers are in a database so that you can understand, or have a better sense of,
what the data elements are in a particular repository. But being able to organize and map that
flow, and then being able to figure out what risks attached to certain things -- that’s just still
not quite there yet. Now that I’m back in the privacy officer world, and I have my privacy tech
buyer hat on, again, I find myself wishing existing tools could do this, but they're not quite there
yet. And it’s not for lack of trying. Startups are really solving for some of these, but maybe the
technology is not there yet. Maybe it needs to have another slather of AI on top, or whatever
the case may be. But it’s just not quite where I would like it to be as a buyer, in terms of having
a tool that I could sit back and say, ‘Boom, it’s done. That’s everything I need, no massaging
needed.’”
Ray Everett

First Chief Privacy Officer of the Internet era
Head of Privacy & Data Protection and Associate General Counsel, Avellino Lab

“Data deletion is a complex problem that requires a lot of time and scoping by teams to
determine the right data to delete in the right order and within the right time, while in line
with deletion standards. It would be great to have a simple technical solution that could easy
onboard databases to handle this right.”
Fatima Khan

The Rise of Privacy Tech (TROPT) Advisor
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“I would like to see B2C privacy tech solutions, with a killer privacy ‘super app’ or platform for
consumers.”
Gilbert Hill

Pool Data Chief Strategy Officer
Former privacy tech founder (sold startup)

“I’d like to see a privacy tech tool that facilitates access management and makes it easier to
apply with a better level of granularity. I don’t know whether this could be a single piece of
technology or a technology that is deployed in every system that processes personal data,
but we clearly need it, because every time I look at access management problems, every
solution is either incredibly manual, or requires a lot of coding or expertise, or is impossible
to implement.”
Paola Zeni

RingCentral Chief Privacy Officer

“I would like to see a wide range of privacy tech providers, from end-to-end DSRs and privacy
review (DPIA/PIA/TIA) to data discovery/mapping solutions at scale that have the capability
to integrate with existing systems and applications and that are easy to onboard and
implement.”
Kimberly Lancaster

Marqueta Senior Privacy Manager
TROPT Innovators member
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CONCLUSION
This year’s whitepaper’s primary aim remains aligned with the TROPT mission: to fuel
privacy tech and innovation. We uphold this mission by evolving the TROPT Privacy Tech
Stack to reflect industry changes, providing a much-requested industry resource. Moreover,
we compiled valuable insights from select privacy tech key players, making strides in
closing the gap between founders, domain experts, buyer-users, and investors.
TROPT will continue to work with TROPT Innovators members, TROPT Visionaries, and the
greater TROPT community of privacy tech key players to define, categorize, and fuel the
privacy tech landscape. For additional information about TROPT’s privacy tech industry
research, please contact community@riseofprivacytech.com.
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APPENDIX:
S a m p l e T R O P T P r i v a c y Te c h S t a c k
Buyer Product Review Summaries

Startup Name
Astrachain

Privacy Tech Product Reviewed
SPLiT

Buyer-Determined Categories
•
•
•

Data Governance: Data Retention &
Disposition
Security for Privacy: Data Obfuscation
Security for Privacy: Data Access
Management / Clean Rooms

Product Description

Astrachain’s SPLiT provides a distributed Buyer Recommendation to Feature in
TROPT Privacy Tech Stack Review
data vault (keyless encryption)
Yes

Reviewer's Customer Persona

GRC, Security, and Privacy Professional
(Technical, Compliance)

Buyer Recommendation to POC Product
Yes

Review Year
2022
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Startup Name

Privily (formerly IOR Analytics)

Privacy Tech Product Reviewed

Privily Atlas (formerly IOR Atlas)

Product Description

Privily Atlas provides enterprise software to
enable data minimization of unstructured
data through automated data user
certification and removal.

Buyer-Determined Categories
•
•
•
•
•
•

Privacy Program Management &
Workflow Automation
Data Governance: Data Discovery
Data Governance: Data Mapping
Data Governance: Data Retention &
Disposition
Security for Privacy: Secure Deletion
Security for Privacy: Data Loss
Prevention

Reviewer's Customer Persona

Buyer Recommendation to Feature in
TROPT Privacy Tech Stack Review

Review Year

Buyer Recommendation to POC Product

Privacy Engineer (Technical)

2022
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Startup Name
Ketch

Buyer-Determined Categories
•
•

Privacy Tech Product Reviewed

Ketch Trust by Design Platform

•

Product Description

•

B2B: DSR fulfillment
B2B: Notice Delivery & Consent
Manager
B2B: Privacy Program Management &
Workflow Automation
B2B: Data Governance: Data Discovery
B2B: Data Governance: Data
Classification
B2B: Data Governance: Data Retention
& Disposition

•
The Ketch Trust by Design Platform
is a coordinated set of applications,
infrastructure, and APIs that collapses the •
cost and complexity of privacy operations
and mobilizes responsibly gathered data
for deeper customer engagement and top- Buyer Recommendation to Feature in
TROPT Privacy Tech Stack Review
line growth.
Yes

Reviewer's Customer Persona

GRC, Security, and Privacy Professional
(Technical, Compliance)

Buyer Recommendation to POC Product
Yes

Review Year
2022
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Startup Name
Piiano

Buyer-Determined Categories
•
•

Privacy Tech Product Reviewed
Piiano Vault

Product Description

The Piiano Vault safely stores sensitive
personal data in your own cloud
environment with automated compliance
controls

Privacy Vault
Data Science, Analytics & Developer
PETs

Buyer Recommendation to Feature in
TROPT Privacy Tech Stack Review
Yes

Buyer Recommendation to POC Product
Yes

Reviewer's Customer Persona
Privacy Engineer (Technical)

Review Year
2022
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Startup Name

4Thought Marketing

Privacy Tech Product Reviewed

4Comply

Product Description

4Comply maximize marketing while
ensuring privacy

Buyer-Determined Categories
•

Marketing & Advertising for Privacy

Buyer Recommendation to Feature in
TROPT Privacy Tech Stack Review
Yes

Buyer Recommendation to POC Product
Yes

Reviewer's Customer Persona

Marketing Head (Business, Compliance)

Review Year
2022
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A B O U T T H E R I S E O F P R I VAC Y T E C H

The Rise of Privacy Tech’s (TROPT) mission is to fuel privacy
innovation. We do this by bringing together privacy tech founders,
investors, experts, and user-buyers to bridge the tech-capitalexpertise gaps in privacy tech.
TROPT was founded by Lourdes M. Turrecha. TROPT’s inaugural
advisors include Michelle Dennedy, Melanie Ensign, Debra J. Farber,
Gilbert Hill, and Fatima Khan.

Contact information for The Rise of Privacy Tech (TROPT) can be found at www.RiseofPrivacyTech.com.
Published November 2022.
© 2022 The Rise of Privacy Tech. All rights reserved.
The Rise of Privacy Tech and The Rise of Privacy Tech logos are trademarks of The Rise of Privacy Tech. Third-party trademarks
mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The use of the word partner or member does not imply a partnership relationship
between The Rise of Privacy Tech and any other company.
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